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I hope you sitting down, cause I am laughing on the floor at the notion of hearing, one more little talk abut "the Forex
Indicators, and how you can be the next Forex Millionaire using such and such crossing lines" See, the reason there are
winners and losers in life and Forex as well, is some can see deception coming from a 100 miles away and some refuse
to look at the truth. See, I was taken for a sucker, and was brought on a rollercoaster of books, trainings, Forex education
like there is no tomorrow... But it took me nearly 3 years, to wake up from the magic little cozy balloon of guru's webinars
and the next Big Talking head. During this time of course, I was spending thousands of dollars on books and Forex
Robots and all kind of crap...you know what I am talking about. My family and friends, thought I have lost my mind,
spending all this time in front of the screen(you may recognize yourself here) and looking at "stupid charts" I kind of had
become the laughing stock of the company " Look, the Forex Head is Alive" Eventually it got so bad, that I lost all interest
in trading and was ready to quit... One afternoon, I overheard a conversation while at the golf course...yeah I am a
snooper. There were two guys, sipping on something that came with a "small umbrella on top" and one of them was
saying something so impressive, that made my ears become as big as an elevator shaft. The guys were speaking of a
stock trader, turn to be a Forex trader, that was raking in the vicinity of 20 to 30k a month, from his house computer,
doing it with couple trades a month. Listen to this, the guy was not a screen struck maniac like myself, he was not some
kind of national television speaker, it turned out he was a member of the same golf club, I was a member too. Now, you
can imagine my excitement and hopes came up, I was determined to meet this guy and squeeze every once of
knowledge out of him... However, there was a big problem, that trader, I will call him trader X, for familiar reasons, did not
go to the bars, was not in the social networks, and was not holding any training and educational courses on "how to be
the next forex millionaire." He was quietly running the Forex Cash machine of his, had a large family and was spending
time in his huge house. Now, I came in with a plan, where I would meet Trader X at one of the Club Events...you know
those fund raiser things, Trader X was known for one thing, dumping a large sums of money on different causes that he
cared about. I was able to talk Trader X in to giving me a half hour short consult. At the end I offered trader X to pay him
for his services, and that's where my frustration became full, Trader X was not for sale. It didn't matter what I
offered...whatever that was, it was all I had, he would not chime in to my idea of training me. Finally after much bugging
him, he gave in and we started a regular weekly meetings, but he refused to get any money. He was saying..."Boy you
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are my fun today, all that trading is too boring and makes me sad." I was like, "K, if it is that boring, make me sad too" you
know, let the stashes of cash come down. Eventually I moved to a different city and never heard of Trade X again. What I
am about to reveal in this book is the real dirty truth about Forex and how you too can be the next Trader X. Forex trading
is not all it is cracked up to be, the real winners are not your daily gurus, I will teach you everything that Trader X Taught
me and more. You have a choice, keep going in circles, looking for the Holy Grail of Froex, or move your fingers, make a
few mouse clicks and meet me on the other side. Take a click of faith! See you on the other side!
The Secret Price Action Forex System - Trade With The Market Makers, is a book written after developed a great
strategy and trading system in the forex market. The system will learn you the price action strategy based on 1 hour and
4 hour charts developed by EHJ Finance group. The trading group have developed this amazing trading strategy after
years in the market. The system have been traded successfully in many years now. Now the trading group have decided
to share this powerful trading strategy with you. The forex market is believed to be the toughest financial market to trade.
With the right set of tools you will manage to trade and be profitable month after month.
If You Want to Become the Master of Financial Trading, Then This Guide is Just for You!Do you want to make it big in
the financial world?THIS FOREX BOOK WILL TEACH YOU EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW! Financial trading can
seem overwhelming, and beginners often make mistakes. You can learn through pain and losses, but you can also do
your homework and minimize failure. With proper guidance, there are no limits to increase your income. This book covers
day trading, options, stock trading, forex and swing trading. You will learn all the technical know-how, as well as the
psychology behind successful investing. This book will teach you: Introduction to Forex What a beginner needs to know
about Forex trading Elements of Forex A step by step instructions on how to make your first trade The platforms and
tools you need to have to become a trader Tips and tricks used by the best investors out there Secrets of efficient risk
management The mindset and psychology of successful investors Secrets of efficient risk management AND SO MUCH
MORE! Even if you don't know anything about financial trading, you can still learn how to maximize your income or
establish sources of passive revenue. You have to start somewhere, and this book is the ultimate guide to all things
trading!If you want to future-proof your finances, Scroll up, Click on 'Buy Now', and Get Your Copy!
I hope you sitting down, cause I am laughing on the floor at the notion of hearing, one more little talk abut "the Forex
Indicators, and how you can be the next Forex Millionaire using such and such crossing lines" See, the reason there are
winners and losers in life and Forex as well, is some can see deception coming from a 100 miles away and some refuse
to look at the truth. See, I was taken for a sucker, and was brought on a roller-coaster of books, training, Forex education
like there is no tomorrow... But it took me nearly 3 years, to wake up from the magic little cozy balloon of guru's webinars
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and the next Big Talking head. During this time of course, I was spending thousands of dollars on books and Forex
Robots and all kind of crap...you know what I am talking about. My family and friends, thought I have lost my mind,
spending all this time in front of the screen(you may recognize yourself here) and looking at "stupid charts" I kind of had
become the laughing stock of the company " Look, the Forex Head is Alive" Eventually it got so bad, that I lost all interest
in trading and was ready to quit... One afternoon, I overheard a conversation while at the golf course...yeah I am a
snooper. There were two guys, sipping on something that came with a "small umbrella on top" and one of them was
saying something so impressive, that made my ears become as big as an elevator shaft. The guys were speaking of a
stock trader, turn to be a Forex trader, that was raking in the vicinity of 20 to 30k a month, from his house computer,
doing it with couple trades a month. Listen to this, the guy was not a screen struck maniac like myself, he was not some
kind of national television speaker, it turned out he was a member of the same golf club, I was a member too. Now, you
can imagine my excitement and hopes came up, I was determined to meet this guy and squeeze every once of
knowledge out of him... However, there was a big problem, that trader, I will call him trader X, for familiar reasons, did not
go to the bars, was not in the social networks, and was not holding any training and educational courses on "how to be
the next forex millionaire." He was quietly running the Forex Cash machine of his, had a large family and was spending
time in his huge house. Now, I came in with a plan, where I would meet Trader X at one of the Club Events...you know
those fund raiser things, Trader X was known for one thing, dumping a large sums of money on different causes that he
cared about. I was able to talk Trader X in to giving me a half hour short consult. At the end I offered trader X to pay him
for his services, and that's where my frustration became full, Trader X was not for sale. It didn't matter what I
offered...whatever that was, it was all I had, he would not chime in to my idea of training me. Finally after much bugging
him, he gave in and we started a regular weekly meetings, but he refused to get any money. He was saying..."Boy you
are my fun today, all that trading is too boring and makes me sad." I was like, "K, if it is that boring, make me sad too" you
know, let the stashes of cash come down. Eventually I moved to a different city and never heard of Trader X again. What
I am about to reveal in this book is the real dirty truth about Forex and how you too can be the next Trader X. Forex
trading is not all it is cracked up to be, the real winners are not your daily gurus, I will teach you everything that Trader X
Taught me and more. You have a choice, keep going in circles, looking for the Holy Grail of Froex, or move your fingers,
make a few mouse clicks and meet me on the other side. Take a click of faith! See you on the other side!
Forex Trading Secret RevealedHow to Trade Forex Successfully with Secret Strategies and IndicatorsCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Whether you are in the early days of trading or an experienced trader this book will help you accelerate your trading success. The markets
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can be challenging; however, with this book you can dominate the markets. This guide provides inspiration, advice and the tools you need to
unlock the secrets to trading. Though making a profit trading may seem impossible at first this book will unlock the trader in you giving you the
information you need to see huge growth in this Trillion dollar a day market all at your finger- tips. This book will help equip you and help give
you the knowledge to dominate the market like a professional trader. We do not make income claims and past profits do not dictate future
profits. You can gain the skills to Trade like the Banks!Monaca Johnson is a Master Trader who has dominated the charts for years. She is
giving you the secrets to success in the markets in this book. She is a wife a mother of three a master trader, professional entrepreneur,
counselor, life coach, and freelance writer. She has over 17 years of experience in the professional world. Her professional expertise are
unveiled in this book where she gives you the secrets that only professional traders know to help you become a master trader. This book will
give you the fundamentals needed to help you see success in the markets. Trade at your own risk trading can be risky. She has trained
thousands of traders all over the world! Now you are able to get the secrets to trading the Top 1% don't want you to know about. Master
Trader Monaca Johnson is giving you the secrets and confidence to help you to Dominate the Forex Markets! This book is the complete
guide that will help give you the advantage to Boost Your Financial Success in the Forex Market!
Do you want to learn how you can make more than a full-time job with trading forex and options? If so then keep reading… Do you have
problems with learning chart analysis? Predicting big price moves and knowing the right times to exit? Learning the Greek variables? Or
overleveraging/ poor money management? If you do, within this book many of the top leaders in the field have shared their knowledge on
how to overcome these problems and more, most of which have 10+ years worth of experience. In The Advanced Forex and Options Trading
Guide, you will discover: - A simple trick you can do for making more money with forex and options trading! - The best strategies for stopping
emotional and revenge trading! - The one method that helps to spot good trades earlier! - Why trading with a plan can more than double your
income when trading! - Understanding why some people will fail to make money with forex and options! - And much, much more. The proven
methods and pieces of knowledge are so easy to follow. Even if you’ve never tried trading forex and options before, you will still be able to
get to a high level of success. So, if you don’t just want to transform your bank account but instead revolutionize your life, then click “Buy
Now” in the top right corner NOW!
Take an in–depth, how–to look at Forex trading using the methods, analysis, and insights of a renowned trader, Raghee Horner. As the fate
of the dollar against foreign currency generates both anxiety and opportunities, currency trading has been drawing much interest and a
growing following among traders in the United States. The Forex market is particularly attractive because it trades with no gaps and has
unlimited guaranteed stop–losses. The liquidity of the Forex market and worldwide participation makes for more reliable and longer lasting
trends as well. Raghee Horner, legendary not only as a top Forex trader but as a master teacher of trading systems and techniques, draws
on her winning tools and methods, including classic charting techniques, in this book. She?ll enable you, regardless of your skill level as a
trader or investor, to understand how the Forex operates and lays out a blueprint for getting starting in this little–understood but high–potential
trading vehicle.
Generate greater profits while protecting your investments in the world’s largest market Much has changed since leading forex expert and
educator James Dicks introduced retail investors to trading in the foreign exchange currency market. The market’s daily turnover has grown
considerably, and more and more traders are achieving financial success by trading currencies—many thanks to Dicks’s advice. Now, in The
Forex Edge, he warns you about the less-than-honest practices and elaborate schemes many brokers use to prevent prosperous traders
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from retaining their wealth. This cautionary book is the result of Dicks’s personal investigation into an assembly of forex brokers after a
suspicious reversal of fortune forced him to close his trading account. It shows you how dishonest brokers pass themselves off as legitimate,
the types of scams they run, and the ways you can use this information to your advantage. It outlines a straight-through process for taking
more control over your trades to minimize your exposure to the risk of deceptive practices. With The Forex Edge at your fingertips, you’ll be
armed with: Practical guidance for using popular automated trading systems Effective approaches to back-testing with recommended
software platforms Expert tips for spotting false and misleading information in online forums Proven strategies for profiting from options,
hedging, swing trading, and trends From how the forex works and how brokers make money to the most common ways traders lose
money—this accessible guide gives you everything you need to ensure your trading strategy draws maximum profits from the biggest financial
market in the world. It features the same practical formulas and strategies Dicks uses to beat even the trickiest brokers. In today’s forex
market, you need more than a good trading strategy to survive. You need The Forex Edge.
Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be. The picture painted by the gurus and the brokers has only one side, a pink one, and is missing
the real feeling and pain that a average retail trader goes through until a success is reached. I can feel the pain in the Forex Community and
the purpose of this book is to even out the planes.Here is what you can expect to learn and master after practicing the concepts in this book.*
Learn to move with the winners and tailgate on their profits(this strategy alone is worth the 10 bucks)* How to avoid and react to The little dirty
tricks of your broker* The little known strategies of the successful Forex traders* What are the best times to trade * The best ways to trade
any strategy(this little detail can make or break your trading record)* Most important and little known price levels, that deliver profits at any
currency pair.* How to profit from Weird Crowd Psychology( when used as suggested in the book this one is a massive cash pooler)* The
one, little known way to enter the Forex market and have the price guaranteed to move your direction.* The well guarded price action
strategies of the Forex Banks and Foreign institutions.* How not to use price action and when to be cautious about pulling the trigger, if a
price approaches a certain deadly level.* Which are the favorite price patterns of the experienced traders* How to avoid having spread slips
of as much of a 100 pips, and have your profit and account swallowed by your broker(most of the retail traders have no clue, what I am
speaking about)* What are the most important factors, observed religiously by all the shakers and movers, and how not to break the rules of
alliance that can cost you your account.* What are the sneaky falls break outs, practiced by the most of the platforms and how to fight the
FOREX BOTS.* Strange practices of your broker, that causes your stops to be hit before your entries(this is a must know before you open a
account with any platform)The above strategies and lessons are not lessons from a book or science projects. These are the hard earned
lessons from the Forex School of hard knocks.During the years I have met, and traded with and chat in expensive paid forums, with multitude
of successful traders.This book is what I find to be the essential and most important material you will ever need, to trade Forex Market.Learn
and master the strategies of the winners and become a winner. On the other hand you can spent countless of hours and thousands of dollars,
staring at your screen, until your eyes leak out and still not come to the priceless lessons in this book.Make yourself a favor and invest in your
education and buy this book.You are just a couple of mouse clicks away. See you on the other side.

Can you imagine living the dreams of your life, never worrying about money again? What if you can master the game Forex
trading, and trade from any place in the world where internet is available? What if all your dreams of leaving the dreaded... J.O.B.
become reality...being able to give your family and loved ones the lifestyle they deserve. See, Forex is not for everyone, but is it a
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legitimate way out of the 9 to 5 rat race. See, as I am writing this introduction for you I am sitting under the bimini of my 51 foot sail
boat yacht, in the heart of the Caribbean. Water is crystal turquoise blue, you can see all the way to the bottom.. The colors are
incredible. It gives you such of sense of freedom and ability to enjoy life to the fullest. Man paradise, no alarm clocks, no traffic, I
can hear the music from the small marina bar. I am not even at the marina, the boat is anchored at a mooring ball. Ha... tell me
about the life, that you can have...yeah you can have it too. You need to be sick enough of your same all, same all in order to take
action. Do you want trade like the pros, then you have to learn from the pros. You will not find the information in this book
anywhere on the Amazon traders section. In a matter of fact no one is teaching what I am about to show you in this book. You
would ask, what is so special about it. See, the people that are making a living from Forex are not about to reveal their secrets.
The ones that are making money from your trades A . K. A. your friendly broker don't care . In a matter of fact they will gladly offer
their friendly education, to teach you how you can too loose a large amount of money like your fellow retail traders that are using
the same broker. I am revealing the highly guarded secrets of the big guns. It is possible that I get some ugly letters from traders,
and even some of my friends, after this book is released. But heck yeah, I am sick and tired of seeing the daily casualty of honest
and hard working people, like yourself loose their hard earned money to the broker. Enough is enough, I have made my stake is
time to give back and help others to go the same road. So enough of my blurb... I have laid my hard learned secrets in that book
and the price is ridiculously low. You would normally pay 2-3 times more in your local book store, for a book full of BS explaining
you, the current economic climate, and how we are coming out of the recession hog wash. Year it says" learn how to trade" or
something of that effect, but doesn't have even one tenth of the hard core to the bone content I am offering you. See I know you
can live and have anything you want in this life. You can even create your own reality. Yeah I know creating you reality is cool, but
it requires a "dirty word" called work. Do you you want to create your new reality, even step in to it. You would if you knew what is
on the other side. Well I decided to create you reality for you. I have done all the dirty work and have set everything up for you for
success in this book. So, punch a few buttons and take a click of faith and by this book. I promise you, you will not be
disappointed. See you on the other side.
Who else would like to experience the Ultimate shortcut to fast, unbelievable profits with Forex? Unstoppable, easy to use,
cashoola rich secret tactics, to blow your broker out of the water and make you drenched with Forex profits. BUT... you know the
feeling of compete desperation and misery that comes on you when you lose the next account BECAUSE... Whatever that
BECAUSE, has to do with, it shows your naked spots. You are not understanding exactly what is going on, and losing your pants
and underwear to your happy, so ever helpful broker. Before you go ahead and lose account number who knows what (you
probably stopped counting by now, but wait till the wife/girlfriend finds out) STOP... Seriously, this book will show you the way to
the pot of gold and more, but you have to read it first. Your broker will not spend the energy to tell you the real truth why you are
losing the ... account, so I have to do it... Honesty, I am taking the risk to be crucified here, instead of your broker, but hay, I will
take the risk, so possibly your account will live and not die. Or in case your wife finds out about your losing accounts, this
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information will spare your life. And you know what; all this is not your fault... You have been lied to, given all kind of fake
promises, taken for granted and left to die in your Forex career...HAHA you wish I will go down this road, lick your wounds and
blame it all on the world economy, "the green house effect," the moon approaching the earth faster than a bullet or whatever, but I
won't. The reality is that you will probably not listen to me, but may be, you are one of those really smart change embracing
people, that will stop the bleeding in its tracks right now and will take a hold of the hard coarse chunks of truth and challenging
realities I am throwing in your lap. See, it was not too long ago, not that long, so I can forget it (although it seems like eternity ago,
really I am not looking forward to remembering that part of my trading life), I was in your shoes, opening $50 accounts eating all
the high pitched presentations and webinars, dreaming of living on my own island and drinking all day from something that
required a small umbrella on top...turquoise blue beaches and trading from the stern of my private yacht. Gladly, I woke up from
that dream and realized that, the $50 accounts will not cut it( it will actually cut you up to pieces) I've heard of a guy that regularity
brings in 25-30 k a month doing only a couple of large trades a week...(that's right this is not a typo) Now this guy, was not your
regular high pitched guru, in a matter of fact he was known to have only few friends and lived a low-key quiet life. Luckily, he lived
in my city. I was having a casual talk with a friend over a beer and he mentioned, he was playing golf with this guy, that quote,
"was smashing it pulling thousands of dollars from the Forex marker..." Now you know, that as soon as I heard that my ears
perked, my hart started pumping so fast I could hear it drumming in my chest. Palms sweating with my tongue clinched to the roof
of my mouth, I grabbed my friend and made him repeat that sentence again. My friend gave me the look that you normally would
give a crazy maniac coming around the corner trying to choke you. After several attempts I convinced my friend to arrange for me
to meet that guy. For familiar reasons we will call him Mr X. Now, this Mr X was not interested in anyway whatsoever in being my
mentor or teaching me any of his trading methods or systems. In fact he considered trading to be rather a boring task, see, Mr. X
has been doing it soooo long, it has become like automatic reaction for him. After much casual conversations, I finally was able to
talk Mr X in giving me a couple of Forex lessons, if I could call a half hour over at the restaurant a lesson. The most amazing thing
was, that everything he taught me was so different and strange compared to all the common gurus and brokers..
Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be. The picture painted by the gurus and the brokers has only one side, a pink one, and
is missing the real feeling and pain that a average retail trader goes through until a success is reached. I can feel the pain in the
Forex Community and the purpose of this book is to even out the planes. Here is what you can expect to learn and master after
practicing the concepts in this book. * Learn to move with the winners and tailgate on their profits(this strategy alone is worth the
10 bucks) * How to avoid and react to The little dirty tricks of your broker * The little known strategies of the successful Forex
traders * What are the best times to trade * The best ways to trade any strategy(this little detail can make or break your trading
record) * Most important and little known price levels, that deliver profits at any currency pair. * How to profit from Weird Crowd
Psychology( when used as suggested in the book this one is a massive cash pooler) * The one, little known way to enter the Forex
market and have the price guaranteed to move your direction. * The well guarded price action strategies of the Forex Banks and
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Foreign institutions. * How not to use price action and when to be cautious about pulling the trigger, if a price approaches a certain
deadly level. * Which are the favorite price patterns of the experienced traders * How to avoid having spread slips of as much of a
100 pips, and have your profit and account swallowed by your broker(most of the retail traders have no clue, what I am speaking
about) * What are the most important factors, observed religiously by all the shakers and movers, and how not to break the rules of
alliance that can cost you your account. * What are the sneaky falls break outs, practiced by the most of the platforms and how to
fight the FOREX BOTS. * Strange practices of your broker, that causes your stops to be hit before your entries(this is a must know
before you open a account with any platform) The above strategies and lessons are not lessons from a book or science projects.
These are the hard earned lessons from the Forex School of hard knocks. During the years I have met, and traded with and chat
in expensive paid forums, with multitude of successful traders. This book is what I find to be the essential and most important
material you will ever need, to trade Forex Market. Learn and master the strategies of the winners and become a winner. On the
other hand you can spent countless of hours and thousands of dollars, staring at your screen, until your eyes leak out and still not
come to the priceless lessons in this book. Make yourself a favor and invest in your education and buy this book. You are just a
couple of mouse clicks away. See you on the other side.
Wow, have you felt, living under a constant information overload waterfall...? This is how it usually starts, you wake up in the
morning and check the email in your phone, which leads you to a email with a link of an article, and then the article sends you to a
couple more places ...and it never ends. See, I've been there. Book after book, after program, then up to the latest and greatest
webinar...and to even better article from A guru. Day, after day, week after week...the cycle is viscous. See, in Forex there is no
golden grail, there is no secret path. Everything that there was to be, has already happened. The only question I have is, whose
advice are you following? Are you following experienced traders, that are really trading their systems, or you are following the big
heads on TV and the people with the big book. See the material that you are about to read, is a NO BS hard core to the bone
content. NO fillers, no 40 pages on the current economic conditions. See, what the big heads are not telling you is that Forex is a
huge market, but it is not controlled and centralized. As far as you are concerned Forex is as big as your broker. And if your broker
is not a price maker, which is in most of the cases, you are ready to be slaughtered in the daily news events or any other tricks the
broker will play on you. See before I continue, you need to know something, you need to stop the chase of the golden calf and
anchor on a solid material, like the material presented in this book. I was lucky to learn the ropes from a master in Forex in the
beginning of my Forex journey. I would call him Mr X for confidentiality purposes. Mr. X responded to a newbie question in one of
the broker forums, revealing the plot of the broker...From then on I knew I had to find this guy and lean what he knows.
Unfortunately the broker immediately closed the tread and that trader's free advice was no longer available. I had PM ed the guy
and had his email. For me this guy was the only light in the Forex channel of broker lies and gurus fake advice. But see there was
a problem... This guy was not your regular guru trader, he has been doing his routine Forex staff for 25 years and for him trading
was nothing more than a mundane chore. He was bringing 25 to 30k a month on a regular bases, and was not excited to hear
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about me, regardless what I was offering. Eventually he agreed on a phone call and a several meetings. The guy is no longer
around, but everything that learned from him is comprised in this book. So you have a choice to take this material, study it and
make it your own and become a successful trader, or keep wandering in the jungle of information overload. Make it easy for
yourself, by this book and stop the viscous cycle. I have done all the hard work for you. You are just a couple clicks away from
passing over. Take a click of faith. See you on the other side.
THE FOREX CHARTIST COMPANION The foreign exchange (Forex) market has quickly become the market of choice for traders
looking to increase their profit potential. The combination of high liquidity and low transaction costs-as well as twenty-four-hour
accessibility-has attracted the attention of both new and veteran traders. In The Forex Chartist Companion, authors and active
Forex traders Michael Archer and James Bickford provide a visual window into the behavior of the Forex market along with
detailed information on the mechanics of day trading, market entry timing, and much more. With this book as your guide, you'll not
only become familiar with innovative software and charting systems that provide a graphical interpretation of the markets, but you'll
also discover how to instantly see patterns throughout those markets. Divided into six comprehensive parts, The Forex Chartist
Companion: Details Forex-specific charting techniques Illustrates the use of point and figure charting in conjunction with Forex
trading Explores Forex swing charting Outlines a variety of Western and Japanese reversal charts-from pivot charts to Kagi charts
Examines the actual trading system of veteran futures guru Charles Goodman Filled with numerous charts-annotated with Archer's
insight into the material-and in-depth information regarding charting theory, The Forex Chartist Companion will help serious traders
use technical indicators to enter this market with confidence and exit with profits.
Just a decade ago, the Foreign Exchange was a market reserved for a select few. Now, anyone can actively trade in this profitable
market—even those with no formal financial education. Enter James Dicks, a leading FOREX expert and educator who cut his teeth in this
burgeoning market and wants to share his years of experienced wisdom with you. FOREX Trading Secrets is a one-stop sourcebook packed
with everything a trader needs to quick-start success in a 24-hour market. In addition to covering every fundamental aspect of the FOREX,
this hands-on guide provides hard-won tools and strategies from a seasoned trader, who helps you minimize your exposure to the inherent
risk in this unique market. A useful volume you’ll turn to again and again, FOREX Trading Secrets features specific examples of proven
trading strategies working in the real world, a simple and profitable technique for money management, and confidence-building skills for
creating your own source of income. If you have never traded the FOREX before, FOREX Trading Secrets is the place to start. It covers the
essential basics, including all major currency pairs, the mechanics of trading, how to place a trade, and deciding what type of trader you are.
Experienced traders gain expert insight into the fundamentals, as well as such advanced topics as creating a successful trading
plan,managing risk, mastering your emotions, and building your portfolio. You will benefit from An insider’s clarification of the Carry Trade
Seeing technical indicators and patterns through a master’s eyes The secrets to FOREX diversification A detailed explanation of the
author’s personal trading approach A Trader’s Ten Commandments There is no holy grail of FOREX trading, but with FOREX Trading
Secrets, all you need is practice to build a powerful trading toolbox for wealth security in the world’s biggest financial market.
You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not find this information anywhere on this book section on
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any other book store. I have paid thousands of dollars on exclusive groups and paid forums to collect the information presented in this book.
As you can imagine these are the highly guarded secrets of the elite of the FOREX traders, no one gives their living away, unless you pay
them a price worth their living. However I have decided to make this information for ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the
brokers and the big banks taking advantage of the regular retail trader. Let me ask you a question? When was the last time you make money
with FOREX? Even further more how much money you are willing to lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your hard
earned money to the broker? Just like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of quitting my job and leaving the live I deserve with FOREX.
My hopes and aspirations were quickly crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k , how much longer I could
continue like that, how much longer I could endure the ridicule the jokes of my family and the frown on the face of my wife. It was painful,
sitting all day in front of the computer, until you can't see any longer and everything including the platform and your mind become blurry. I
know the pain I have been there. This continued for year, until one morning I was ready to quit, I was going to give it a last try and throw that
FOREX staff in the garbage, out the window. I stumbled on a rear tread, which since then has been banned, by the broker that was holding
the forum. Luckily the tread continued under the broker's radar for while, and gathered a bunch of comments an support. Finally the tread
from the trader X was discontinued. I was in dis pare, that was the only hope and light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the advice
from the trade and things were starting to work for me. Fortunately I was able to PM the trader and begged him to agree on a 20 min
conversation on the phone. Trader X was not a guru, not your regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in thousands of dollars a
month for years, he was not excited about the next trade, his heart beat was not raising before he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing
this trading staff for so long it has become a boring procedure, rather a morning an afternoon chore, something like putting the garbage out
on garbage day. He explained that he learned from the MASTER, I did not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was
concerned with him teaching him every little bit of what he knew about trading. He didn't not agree to spend time teaching me on our first
conversation, regardless of how much I offered to pay him. See, for him money was not a issue. Finally on my third approach he agreed to
show me what the MASTER had thought him many years ago. What is comprised in the pages of this book will be worth pure gold to
you.This book is down to the ground no no sense, real trading knowledge. It gives step by step instructions with real trade examples. This
book is not your regular hog wash advice that you will find from your broker and the other magic bullets and seven step series that you see on
this site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros. Shows you how the big banks and foreign nationals and institution trade. The book
opens your eyes to how to piggy back on the big institutional traders and win. Ninety Five percent of the people that trade the Forex market
lose money and give up. The market is continually replaced by fresh blood like yourself. Don't become part of the statistics, read this book
and get a map to success in FOREX. You can make a success in FOREX if you know what you are doing. Yes you can make a living with
FOREX and quit your job. You can achieve your dreams. Buy this book and find out How?
Been trading now for many years and have tried trading off all time frames but have finally found the secret of making real money trading the
forex markets. You're about to learn what most traders never know about trading. You can be wrong 50% of the time and still make loads
money! In this course you'll discover specific step-by-step trading money management strategies, used by successful traders, that you can
literally drop into your current trading system and see immediate profit increasing results.
It's no longer a secret, and the number of homemakers who become effective traders later rises rapidly. Given their busy days at home with
everything, these homebuilders always manage to trade forex without leaving their tasks alone. Not only that, these homebuilders contribute
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financially enough to their families. Whatever area or investment you want to make, tools and services are always available to help you. Here
is a preview of what you will discover inside this book: How forex trading works and how beginners can profit from it every month Secret
trading strategies that only a few millionaire traders use Specific strategies anyone can use to consistently profit from forex trading How to
avoid risks and make profits in all market conditions A unique section, covering how a complete newbie or average trader can develop a
profitable forex trading system in 2021 How to be in profit with crypto and build your passive income A step by step process for $15,000 per
month And much more… Imagine you can see yourself finally reaching success with a simple forex trading system. How long has it been since
you saw that first article about pulling thousands of dollars from the market each month? So you read up on it, maybe researched and opened
an account with a trading house. You even took some time to really try to learn how the forex market works.
Do you want to learn how you can make more than a full-time job with trading forex? If so then keep reading… Do you have problems with
learning chart analysis? Overcomplicating the trading process? Trading too often? Or overleveraging/ poor money management? If you do,
within this book many of the top leaders in the field have shared their knowledge on how to overcome these problems and more, most of
which have 10+ years worth of experience. In The Advanced Forex Trading Guide, you will discover: - A simple trick you can do to make
more money forex trading! - The best way to stop emotional trading! - The one method that helps you spot good trades earlier! - Why trading
with a plan can more than double your income trading forex! - Understanding why some people will fail trading forex! - And much, much more.
The proven methods and pieces of knowledge are so easy to follow. Even if you’ve never tried forex trading before, you will still be able to
get to a high level of success. So, if you don’t just want to transform your bank account but instead revolutionize your life, then click “Buy
Now” in the top right corner NOW!

An experienced Currency Trader shares his vast knowledge Forex Mastery a Child's Play is a practical, hands-on, step by step
guide on how to be a Master Trader following simple techniques, which even a 12 year old can use to trade. FREE BONUS
OFFER when you purchase this book: You will receive a FREE entry to our "LIVE" Trading Room for 1 Week, where live signals
are given, you will also receive a daily 10 page Forex Charts & Setups to help you with your intraday trading. After you purchase
the book, kindly write to us using the following contact form: http: //www.4x4u.net/contact.asp
You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not find this information anywhere on this book
section, or on any other book store. I have paid thousands of dollars on exclusive groups and, on paid private forums to collect the
information presented in this book. As you can imagine these are the highly guarded secrets of the elite FOREX traders. No one
gives their living away, unless you pay them a price worth their living. However I have decided to make this information available
for ridiculously low price, because I am fed up with the brokers and the big banks taking advantage of the regular retail trader like
yourself. Let me ask you a question? When was the last time you made money with FOREX? Even further more, how much
money you are willing to lose, until you give up? How long you will continue to give your hard earned money to the broker? Just
like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of quitting my job and leaving the live I deserve with FOREX. My hopes and
aspirations were quickly crashed and my dreams went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k , how much longer I could
continue like that, how much longer, I could endure the ridicule the jokes of my family and the frown on the face of my wife. It was
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painful, sitting all day in front of the computer, until you can't see any longer and everything including the platform and your mind
become blurry. I know the pain I have been there. This continued for year, until one morning I was ready to quit, I was going to
give it a last try and throw that FOREX staff in the garbage, out the window. I stumbled on a rear tread, which since then has been
banned, by the broker that was holding the forum. Luckily the tread continued under the brokers radar for while, and gathered a
bunch of comments an support. Finally the tread from the trader X was discontinued. I was in despair, that was the only hope and
light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the advice from the trader and things were starting to work for me. Fortunately I
was able to PM the trader and begged him to agree on a 20 min conversation on the phone. Trader X was not a guru, not your
regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in thousands of dollars a month for years, he was not excited about the next
trade, his heart beat was not raising before he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this trading staff for so long it has
become a boring procedure, rather a morning an afternoon chore, something like putting the garbage out on garbage day. He
explained that he learned from the MASTER, I did not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was concerned
with him teaching me every little bit of what he knew about trading. He didn't not agree to spend time teaching me, on our first
conversation, regardless of how much I offered to pay him. See, for him money was not a issue. Finally on my third approach he
agreed to show me what the MASTER had thought him many years ago. What is comprised in the pages of this book, will be
worth pure gold to you.This book is down to the ground no non sense, real trading knowledge. It gives a step by step instructions
with real trade examples. This book is not your regular hog wash advice that you will find from your broker and the other magic
bullets and seven step series that you see on this site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros. Shows you how the big
banks and foreign nationals and institution trade. The book opens your eyes to how to piggy back on the big institutional traders
and win. Ninety Five percent of the people that trade the Forex market lose money and give up. The market is continually replaced
by fresh blood like yourself. Don't become part of the statistics, read this book and get a map to success in FOREX. You can make
a success , if you know what you are doing. Yes you can make a living with FOREX. You can achieve your dreams. Buy this book
and find out How
Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be. The picture painted by the gurus and the brokers has only one side, a pink one, and
is missing the real feeling and pain that a average retail trader goes through until a success is reached. I can feel the pain in the
Forex Community and the purpose of this book is to even out the planes.Here is what you can expect to learn and master after
practicing the concepts in this book.• Learn to move with the winners and tailgate on their profits(this strategy alone is worth the 10
bucks)• How to avoid and react to The little dirty tricks of your broker• The little known strategies of the successful Forex traders•
What are the best times to trade • The best ways to trade any strategy(this little detail can make or break your trading record)•
Most important and little known price levels, that deliver profits at any currency pair.• How to profit from Weird Crowd Psychology(
when used as suggested in the book this one is a massive cash pooler)• The one, little known way to enter the Forex market and
have the price guaranteed to move your direction.• The well guarded price action strategies of the Forex Banks and Foreign
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institutions.• How not to use price action and when to be cautious about pulling the trigger, if a price approaches a certain deadly
level.• Which are the favorite price patterns of the experienced traders• How to avoid having spread slips of as much of a 100
pips, and have your profit and account swallowed by your broker(most of the retail traders have no clue, what I am speaking
about)• What are the most important factors, observed religiously by all the shakers and movers, and how not to break the rules of
alliance that can cost you your account.• What are the sneaky falls break outs, practiced by the most of the platforms and how to
fight the FOREX BOTS.• Strange practices of your broker, that causes your stops to be hit before your entries(this is a must know
before you open a account with any platform)The above strategies and lessons are not lessons from a book or science projects.
These are the hard earned lessons from the Forex School of hard knocks.During the years I have met, and traded with and chated
in expensive paid forums, with multitude of successful traders.This book is what I find to be the essential and most important
material you will ever need, to trade Forex Market.Learn and master the strategies of the winners and become a winner. On the
other hand you can spent countless of hours and thousands of dollars, staring at your screen, until your eyes leak out and still not
come to the priceless lessons in this book.Make yourself a favor and invest in your education and buy this book.You are just a
couple of mouse clicks away. See you on the other side.
Do you want to learn how you can make more than a full time job with trading forex? If so then keep reading... Do you have
problems with learning chart analysis? Over complicating trading process? Trading too often? Or overleveraging/ poor money
management? If you do, within this book many of the top leaders in the field have shared their knowledge on how to overcome
these problems and more, most of which have 10+ years worth experience. In The Advanced Forex Trading Guide, you will
discover: A simple trick you can do to make more money forex trading! The best way to stop emotional trading! The one method
that helps you spot good trades earlier! Why trading with a plan can more than double your income trading forex! Understanding
why some people will fail trading forex! And much, much more. The proven methods and pieces of knowledge are so easy to
follow. Even if you've never tried forex trading before, you will still be able to get to a high level of success. So, if you don't just
want to transform your bank account but instead revolutionize your life, then click "Add To Cart" in the top right corner NOW!
Are you a disciplined individual? According to expert Forex traders, the only ones who succeed in the Forex market are those
people who stay disciplined despite their success or failure. Automated Forex trading has changed the way traders make their
transactions. If you’re a savvy Forex trader, you can definitely benefit from using these automated systems. The world of forex
trading is one of big money and high risks. Everybody is seeing this market as a promised land, an opportunity to earn a fortune.
Nevertheless, seasoned analysts and traders alike have paid the price by being disciplined and knowledgeable; they know that
certain ways of thinking will only help them leak out money faster. GRAB A COPY OF THIS EBOOK TODAY
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